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Animating synthetic dyadic conversations with
variations based on context and agent attributes
Libo Sun, Alexander Shoulson, Pengfei Huang, Nicole Nelson, Wenhu Qin, Ani
Nenkova, Norman I. Badler*

Abstract
Conversations between two people are ubiquitous in many inhabited contexts. The
kinds of conversations that occur depend on several factors, including the times and
locations of the participating agents, the spatial relationship between the agents, and
the type of conversation in which they are engaged. The statistical distribution of
dyadic conversations among a population of agents will therefore depend on these
factors. In addition, the conversation types, flow, and duration will depend on agent
attributes such as interpersonal relationships, emotional state, personal priorities, and
socio-cultural proxemics. We present a framework for distributing conversations
among virtual embodied agents in a real-time simulation. In order to avoid generating
actual language dialogues, we express variations in the conversational flow using
behavior trees implementing a set of conversation archetypes. The flow of these
behavior trees depends in part on the agents’ attributes and progresses based on
parametrically estimated transitional probabilities. Based on the participating agents’
state, a “smart event” model steers the interchange to different possible outcomes as it
executes. Example behavior trees are developed for two conversation archetypes:
buyer-seller negotiations and simple question-answering; the model can be readily
extended to others. Since the conversation archetype is known to participating agents,
they can animate their gestures appropriate to their conversational state. The resulting
animated conversations demonstrate reasonable variety and variability within the
environmental context.
KEYWORDS
conversation model, agent attributes, smart event, behavior trees, crowd simulation
*Correspondence
Department of Computer and Information Science, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, PA 19104-6389, USA

1. INTRODUCTION
Research on realistic behaviors for virtual agents includes basic individual human acts
such as walking, running and looking. Conversations are a very important component
of social interactions among agents. The animation of conversations between agents

should not only increase the realism of a virtual environment, but should also improve
a viewer’s sense of presence by having the inhabitants appear to be socially engaged
in each other and their own surroundings.
Some research on human conversation is concerned with what the agents are saying -the words, meanings and goals of the intended conversation. Agents decide what
should be done next according to the meanings of the words, such as continuing the
conversation, changing the topic, or ending the conversation. Other research focuses
on facial expressions, head motions and eye gaze, since faces are an important
channel of communication with several crucial functions such as controlling the flow
of conversation, producing speech, emphasizing what is being said, providing
backchannel feedback, controlling turn-taking, and so on. Likewise, considerable
attention has been paid to arm or body gestures during conversation, both to augment
emotional states and to support or accent linguistic utterances.
While these efforts have been instrumental in producing multimodal animated
conversations, they are heavily weighted toward producing animated agents who are a
human subject’s direct and interactive interlocutor: someone highly visible or even
dominant in the scene. For computational expediency in situations where the
conversational detail is less critical, where the character’s main purpose is just
looking like it belongs in the environment, or where the agent is just “part of a crowd”,
conversational motions are often just random gestures, pre-scripted actions, or motion
clip playbacks. These can be monotonous if examined more closely (e.g., by allowing
the subject to wander at will through the virtual crowd). We would not want all of the
conversations to look the same (or random) for every pair of agents, rather,
conversations should occur in appropriate places and with types and frequencies
appropriate to the surrounding context. For example, conversations:


In a restaurant may mostly occur among seated customers and occasionally
with the waiters.



On an urban street corner may be sparse, occurring among people standing or
pairs of people walking.



In a crowded marketplace may often involve negotiation or friendly chats.

Our goal, therefore, is to simulate various interactive (unscripted) conversation
scenarios at low computational overhead while allowing environment context and
agent attributes to guide and affect the evolution of their conversations. This presents
several fundamental problems we need to address:


What conversational situations are likely to occur? This problem yields to a
relatively simple case analysis based on how two people can interact verbally.



What dyadic conversational archetypes exist? This is less easy to quantify.
According to the intended purpose, conversation archetypes may be: debates,
instructions, negotiations, task-orientated interactions, media interviews,
casual chats, formal meetings, buyer-seller negotiations and so on [28]. Rather
than try to understand the intended purpose or goals a pair of agents may have

(especially if they are “extras”: background agents with no specific simulation
existence other than to populate the scene with situationally appropriate
characters), we adopt a different approach that looks at the likelihood and
frequency of certain conversational archetypes occurring in specific contexts.


What initiates a conversational event between agents? We approach this
through a “Smart Event” for dyadic conversation and conversation distribution
statistics dependent on time of day and locale. Information on such
distributions must be invented or else gathered from empirical observations.



How does the conversation animation evolve to illustrate specific yet varying
instances of a general conversational archetype? Our approach to this uses
behavior trees that access agent attributes, relationships, and emotional states
and trigger gesture motions on each character.

The key contributions in our approach can be summarized as follows:
 A simple classification of dyadic conversations into fourteen situational types
dependent on the spatial relationship between two agents;
 Implementation of selected dyadic conversation archetypes as behavior trees;
 Temporal and iterative variations among simulated instances of a
conversational archetype;
 Utilization of agent attributes, relationships and emotions that may be used to
influence animations.
The discussion is organized as follows: in the next section, we review related work in
the role of conversations in crowd simulation, computational models for dyadic
conversations and conversational archetypes. Section 3 describes the framework
architecture of our dyadic conversation model. In Section 4, we present the triggering
of dyadic conversation between pairs of embodied agents. Section 5 describes how to
initialize a dyadic conversation. In Section 6, we introduce the animation of the
dyadic conversation model. Section 7 illustrates examples of conversational scenarios.
Finally, Section 8 draws conclusions and discusses future work.

2. RELATED WORK
Crowd simulation research covers many tangible aspects of human locomotive
behavior such as the realism of the walking motion itself, collision avoidance,
navigation and local interactions between agents. Agents have been constructed with
varying degrees of perception, memory, planning, attention, psychology and emotion.
Agents can react to other agents and their environment to avoid collisions and reach
assigned goals [1]. Some simulations allow contextual behaviors appropriate to
visiting a train station [2], a museum [3], or an ancient city [4]. Decision networks [5]
and constraints [6] are used to focus on more locally contextual meaningful actions.
Stocker et al. [7] use an extension of Kallmann’s smart objects [8] called “smart

events” to efficiently control agent behavior reactions to situations that are
meaningful to them. Social aspects may be included for more realistic human
interaction. Agents can join in or separate from a group according to their beliefs; and
they can walk together towards the same goals [9]. Composite agents [10] are
integrated to model emergent crowd behaviors that arise when humans respond to
various social and psychological factors, such as aggression, social priority, authority,
protection, guidance and so on. “Situation” agents [11] can mediate specific
interaction circumstances to avoid deadlocks or awkward avoidance paths.
Virtually all these systems, however, lack specific “conversation” behaviors that
might aid in forming a realistic social context for the crowd. Although some
“greeting” behavior could be generated when two agents are close enough and know
each other; it is very simplistic and would look the same between any two agents in
any situation. More realistic conversations with variations are needed to increase the
realism of video game crowds, particularly urban environment games such as Grand
Theft Auto or The Sims [12]. More specific efforts to build conversation behaviors lie
outside the crowd simulation work, and are often called “Embodied Conversational
Agents” (ECA) [13]. These efforts address all visible aspects of conversation such as
gesture, facial expression, eye gaze, turn-taking, backchannel signals, and of course,
language and expressive (emotional) content. The focus of ECA research has
generally been directed toward developing computer animated agents that interact
(face-to-face) with a human participant. Whether designed for internet services,
tutoring systems, virtual reality experiences or games, an ECA rarely engages in
conversations with other ECAs.
In general, there are two main approaches to create computational models for dyadic
conversations: through linguistics or through animation. An example of the linguistics
approach is given by Moulin and Rousseau [14], who discuss a conversation model
that acts like a finite-state machine bound to two conversational agents. The model
focuses on three levels: the lowest is “communication” such as maintaining
turn-taking, the middle is “conceptual” comprising topic sequences and concept
transfer, and the highest is “social” involving the management and respect of social
relationships between agents. Cassell et al. [15] present a Behavior Expression
Animation Toolkit (BEAT) which allows animators to input typed text that they wish
to be spoken by an animated human figure. BEAT outputs appropriate and
synchronized nonverbal behaviors and synthesized speech in a form that can be sent
to a number of different animation systems. A Language Tagging Module is
responsible for annotating input text with the linguistic and contextual information
that allows successful nonverbal behavior assignment and scheduling so that the
gestures are appropriate and consistent with what has been said. By integrating BEAT,
O’Sullivan et al. [16] describe ongoing development of a framework for adaptive
level of detail for human animation, which incorporates levels of detail for not only
geometry and motion, but also includes a complexity gradient for natural behavior,
both conversational and social. Level of detail Artificial Intelligence (LODAI) is
facilitated by a process of role-passing, where agents are given the ability to take on
different roles depending on the situation they are in.

The second approach is from the animation perspective. Since there are some
situations where the language content is unknown and unperceivable (e.g., it may not
be audible over background noise, it may be in a foreign language, or the agents
themselves are just “background” characters in a given setting), at least a visual
simulation should create the appearance of a relevant conversation event. Jan and
Traum [17] give a typical example to simulate conversations ignoring linguistic and
speech components. They describe an algorithm that generates believable behaviors
for background characters involved in conversation and that supports dynamic
changes to conversation group structure. Furthermore, a variety of markup languages
have been proposed for behavior planning of animated agents, including conversation
behaviors. The most sophisticated are BML and MPML3D. The Behavior Markup
Language (BML) refers to a broad effort in controlling communicative channels of
virtual agents [18] [19]. The BML project aims to develop a representation framework
for describing both nonverbal and verbal real-time behavior that is independent of the
particular graphical realization. BML is a standard XML-based interface between
behavior planners and behavior realizers. MPML3D (Multimodal Presentation
Markup Language 3D) [20] is an XML-based scripting language for controlling the
verbal and non-verbal behavior of 3D agents. MPML3D can support interaction-rich
scenarios with reactive agents in Second Life and OpenSim. In both languages, the
nonverbal behaviors select predefined gestures and facial expressions that are
specified, triggered and synchronized with speech. Taking BML as the input,
SmartBody [21], an open source modular framework, can realize behavior scheduling,
synchronization and animation. Jan et al. [22] have presented a model for simulating
cultural differences in the conversational behavior of virtual agents. The model
provides parameters for differences in proxemics, gaze and overlap in turn taking.
Levine et al. [23] present a system that generates gestural body animations
automatically using speech, rather than text input. A gesture generation system
presented by Neff et al. [24] can recreate a specific speaker's gesturing style. Pedica
and Vilhjálmsson [25] have pointed out that the addition of territorial behaviors can
increase believability of a virtual conversant. Jan and Traum [26] present an algorithm
to control the positioning and movement behavior of autonomous agents in dynamic
conversations based on a social force model. Hostetler [27] also addresses the problem
of positioning and orienting agents in a conversational group.
Conversations have many types depending on application requirements. According to
the intended purpose, an exchange may be classified into archetypical categories such
as debates, instructions, negotiations, task-orientated interactions, media interviews,
casual chats, task-oriented communication in noisy environments, formal meetings,
buyer-seller negotiation and so on [28]. They can be further distinguished by duration,
the participants’ attributes, and performatives based on the relationship between
agents (age, familiarity, authority level, knowledge, culture background, and so on)
[29]. Although there are many kinds of conversation archetypes, we just select
specific representative archetypes to illustrate and animate our framework: simple
asking-answering, friendly chatting, bargaining and arguing. Our framework can be

extended to accommodate other archetypes as needed. Furthermore, we would like a
lightweight simulation model so that agents may initiate and end conversations in
ways that can be biased in real-time by their social roles and attributes, culture,
personality and possible realms of disagreement.
Here we focus on creating a framework for modeling dyadic conversation simulation
between two embodied agents situated in a larger setting of other agents and a
spatial-temporal context. In this model, we ignore any linguistic and speech
components and leave aside facial animation details. The latter may be added through
a number of established facial animation models. What remains are head, arm and
body motions. These are mostly sufficient for the background characters in a
simulation, especially in a crowd [30, 31].

3. FRAMEWORK OF A DYADIC CONVERSATION MODEL
As Figure 1 shows, dyadic conversation model comprises three parts: conversation
triggering which is responsible for starting a conversation; conversation initialization
which is responsible for computing the relevant conversation parameters for the
involved agents; and conversation animation which is responsible for portraying some
realistic and diverse agent behaviors.
First, a conversation smart event triggers a conversation for two agents according to
the time, the environment context and the number of conversations desired in the
scenario. A triggered conversation will be realized when the two agents can approach
to each other; conversely the conversation cannot be realized if two agents cannot get
close (e.g., something blocks them) or their distance separation is outside the
threshold for a conversation. When the conversation is successfully triggered, the
conversation archetype and the situation type are determined according to the
environment context, agent attributes, estimated probability and the relationship
between conversation archetype and situation type. The other conversation parameters
are computed based on the chosen types, including the conversation outcome if it
exists, the number of iterations for the whole conversation, the duration of each
agent’s turn and the proxemics between the two agents engaging in the conversation.
As a result, all the conversation parameters are well-defined and initialized for
execution, so a behavior tree is constructed to evolve the specific conversation. This
behavior tree manages the entire conversation event including bringing the two agents
into the correct proxemics positions, alternating the turns, generating appropriate
gestures, terminating the conversation and finally releasing the agents from this event
allowing them to execute their default behavior or to participate in other activities.
Each conversation archetype is built as a major branch of the behavior tree. The
conversation archetype, the situation type and related conversation parameters impact
and constrain the conversation flow. Diverse conversations are generated and even the
conversations with the same situation type and conversation archetype can show
variations due to different possible conversation outcomes, different agent emotions

and gestures. Moreover, the actions are stored in the nodes of the behavior tree in a
manner consistent with that of a smart event. The agents select the most appropriate
actions to execute so that they can update their states and animate their head, arm and
body motions. In addition, in order to show more interesting conversation scenarios,
one conversation archetype can change into another one based on the current situation
such as an agent’s emotional state, inter-agent relationships and environment context.
If the conversation archetype actually changes, the conversation parameters are
re-computed before the transition to guarantee that the conversation is executed
successfully and reasonably.
Triggering

Initialization

Conversation
Archetype

Animation
Behavior Tree

Environment
Context
Triggered

Conversation
Parameter
Computation

Situation
Type

Agent Action
Promexics

Agent Gesture

Time

Outcome

Agent
Attributes
Number of
Conversations

Environment
Context

Agent Emotion
Iteration
Turn
taking

Figure 1. The framework of the dyadic conversation model

4. TRIGGERING OF SYNTHETIC DYADIC CONVERSATIONS
4.1 Conversation Smart Event
Based on the smart event concept [7], the conversation smart event triggers the
conversation, computes the relevant conversation parameters, informs two agents
involved in a conversation about the beginning of the conversation, possible action
sets for agents to select and execute according to the current situation, and the ending
of the conversation. What the agents need to do is to select the most appropriate
actions according to its attributes and current emotion. Furthermore, the conversation
smart event is responsible for checking whether or not the selected agent is in another
conversation already. If the agent is in a conversation, then the conversation smart
event bypasses this agent. If the agent is not in a conversation, the conversation smart
event will consider it as a potential target for a new conversation and informs it to
begin a conversation if there are other agents available.
The conversation can be invoked in the following ways:
 Initiated by a Director: the Director specifies two agents to start a
conversation whenever desired, where the Director is a process responsible
for selecting which events to execute and what agents to involve in those
events. The Director can be a human operator (such as a player in a game) or
an automated procedure [32].
 Requested by Agent: two agents can request a conversation event when they
have a desire to begin a conversation, which will be explained in Section 5.

4.2 The Prerequisite for Triggering a Conversation
Edward Hall (1969) identified four distances or zones that humans set in their daily
interactions. These zones include the intimate zone, the personal zone, the social zone,
and the public zone (shown in Figure 2). The intimate zone begins with skin surface
and goes out about 18 inches, so that people who are emotionally very close will
converse at this distance. The personal zone ranges from about 18 inches to
approximately 4 feet. Interactions at this distance may still be reasonably close. The
social zone ranges from about 4 feet to about 12 feet. Business communications are
frequently exchanged in this zone. The public zone runs outward from 12 feet and
public speakers often use this distance when they give a speech. For the conversation
types we address here conversations start when two agents are at least within their
respective social zones. If two agents are any farther away, e.g. they are in the public
zone, and then the conversation smart event does not consider them as potential
targets. Furthermore, the inter-agent relationship, the emotional state the agents are in
and how many conversations are currently taking place affect the probability of
triggering the conversation too. The conversation smart event does not consider
agents already engaged in other (non-default) events as potential participants. The
probability of triggering the conversation depends on the following aspects:
 Two agents are close enough: the conversation is more likely to happen when
there are only a few conversations in the scenario;
 Two agents are not close: the conversation can mostly happen only when there
are no obstacles or others which prevent them to get close to each other to start a
conversation. If the conversation is requested by agent, the inter-agent
relationship between them affects the conversation triggering probability, while if
a “Director” initiates the conversation the inter-agent relationship has no effect on
the conversation probability.. Thus when two agents know each other or they are
good friends or even more intimate, the conversation is more likely to happen.
Furthermore, if two agents are seated, the probability is lower than that of two
agents who are are standing or walking. If one is seated and the other is standing
or walking, the probability of starting a conversation is even lower.

Figure 2. Zone distances

The formula which computes the probability to trigger a new conversation can be
given as follows:
q

( pM  N  rR) / 3
CT  
( pM  q )/2

N

required by "Agent"
triggered by "Director"

where CT is the probability of the conversation triggering;
M represents whether two agents can approach to each. Its value is 1 if two agents
can approach to each other making their distance less than some threshold; otherwise
its value is 0;

N represents the number of conversation already in the scenario. The greater the
current number of conversations, the lower the probability that a new conversation
will be triggered;
R represents the relationship between two agents involved in the conversation. Its
value is in the range of [0, 1], where 0 means that two agents are total strangers and 1
means that two agents are very intimate. Note that the value of R is set to 1 if an agent
needs to ask a question of another even though the two agents do not know each
other;
p, q, r are corresponding weights for each item and are in the range of [0,1]

respectively. Their differences are not significant unless the influence of some factor
needs to be specifically emphasized.
When the computed value of CT is larger than 0.4, a conversation is triggered,

otherwise, no conversation is triggered.

5. CONTEXTUAL SELECTION AND INITIALIZATION OF
SYNTHETIC DYADIC CONVERSATIONS
5.1 Conversation Archetypes and the Transitions Among Them
Although generic conversations must be triggered, it is essential to know what sorts of
conversations are possible, which ones are desirable or relevant in the context of
participating agent attributes, and how spatio-temporal factors such as location and
the time of day influence conversation choices and probabilities. We must elaborate
these conversational features next.
We mainly consider four conversation archetypes: simple asking-answering, friendly
chatting, bargaining and arguing. They are mutually exclusive and one conversation
archetype can transition to another archetype based on the current situation and an
estimated probability. The transitions between these four conversation archetypes are
shown in Figure 3: two agents can greet each other (simple asking-answering) and if
they are happy and do not have other events to attend to in a short time, they can
begin friendly chatting until the conversation is over.

Simple
askinganswering

Friendly
chatting

Bargaining

Arguing

Figure 3. Transitions between four conversation archetypes

5.2 Situation Type
Conversations can occur in many ways between two agents who are standing, sitting,
walking or talking on the phone. We define the postural state of two agents when
starting a conversation as the situation type. A simple case analysis can be based on
{body posture agent A}  {body posture agent B}  {facing direction}. More
specifically, the combinations can be quantized as {standing, sitting, walking} 

{standing, sitting, walking}  {facing, offset, parallel}. In addition, we consider the
case of one agent using a cell phone to converse with an “invisible” second agent.
This yields 14 situation types:
1. Both standing, facing each other;
2. Both standing, facing about 45° from forward toward the other agent;
3. Both standing, facing the same direction;
4. Both walking (or jogging) together (side-by-side);
5. Both walking (or jogging) toward each other and talking very briefly (as in a
greeting) “en passant”;
6. Both seated, facing each other;
7. Both seated, sitting next to each other facing the same direction (e.g., on a
bench);
8. Both seated, facing about 45° from forward toward the other agent;
9. One seated and the other standing;
10. One seated and the other walking;
11. One standing and the other walking;
12. One agent is walking using a cell phone;
13. One agent is seated using a cell phone;
14. One agent is standing using a cell phone.
These situation types are useful to distinguish the sorts of body, head and arm motions
that must be animated on the agent models. For facing directions, the angle between
the agent’s bodies will be dictated by the proxemics of their culture and that will in
turn affect the head orientation. For cell phone use, the occupied hand will not be
engaged in gestures at all as it will be used to hold the phone to the ear or in front of
the mouth. Finally, the length of a conversation will be very dependent on the time
during which the participating agents are close enough, so that mixed locomotion
situations are apt to produce very abbreviated verbal interchanges. (If both moving
agents stop it then becomes a different situation type, e.g., “en passant” may transition
to a standing conversation).
5.3 The Relationship between Conversation Archetype and Situation Type
The conversation archetype and the situation type are correlated with each other. For
each conversation archetype, not all situation types are suitable, and conversely, for
each situation type, not all conversation archetypes are appropriate. As a result, when
one of these two is determined, the other one should be statistically selected from the
relevant possibilities. For example, when the situation type is “Both standing, facing
the same direction”, the conversation archetype can only be selected from the set
“Simple asking-answering” and “Friendly chatting” ‒ “Bargaining” and “Arguing”
are not possible. The related situation types and conversation archetypes are listed in
Table 1 where the situation type number corresponds with the list in Section 5.2.
Table 1. The relationship between conversation archetype and situation type
Number to Represent Situation Type

Conversation
Archetype

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Simple asking-answering
Friendly chatting
Bargaining
Arguing

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
N
N

Y
Y
N
N

Y
Y
N
N

Y
N
N
N

Y
Y
N
Y

N
Y
N
N

Y
Y
N
N

Y
N
N
N

Y
N
N
N

Y
N
N
N

Y
Y
N
Y

Y
Y
N
Y

Y
Y
N
Y

5.4 Determination of the Conversation Archetype and Situation Type
We first determine the conversation archetype and then the situation type. The
environment context and agent attributes act as cascaded filters to the conversation
archetypes; that is, the distribution of the four conversation archetypes depends on the
environmental and temporal context and agent attributes such as their inter-agent
relationship and emotions. We compute the probability of each conversation archetype
with the following formulas; the conversation archetype with highest probability is
selected for the current conversation. For notational simplicity we will refer to the
four conversational archetypes by numbers: Simple asking-answering=1; Friendly
chatting=2; Bargaining=3; Arguing=4. We will describe each influential term of the
formulas in detail in the following sub-sections. We separate conversations into two
cases: one with both agents visible and the other with a solitary agent on a cell phone.
 Two agents involved in a conversation are both visible in the scenario:
PCT 2i  aDi  bR  cE  dS  eEPi

where PCT 2i is the probability of the ith conversation archetype i  1, 2,3, 4 ;
Di represents the distribution of the ith conversation archetype in some environment

context. Its value is in the range [0,1] ;
R represents the relationship between two agents involved in the conversation. Its

value is in the range [0,1] , where 0 means that two agents are total strangers and 1
means that two agents are very intimate;
E is determined by the emotion of two agents together. Ei represents a simple

one-dimensional “happiness” model of the emotion of agenti for i  1, 2 . The value of

Ei is in the range [0,1] , where the higher the value, the happier the agent. The value
of E is given by the following formula where min and max compute the smallest and
largest value respectively:

min( E1 , E2 ) if min( E1 , E2 ) <0.3
E  E

2
E 1
if 0.3  min( E1 , E2 ) < max( E1 , E2 )  0.7
2

max( E1 , E2 ) if 0.3  min( E1 , E2 ) <0.7< max( E1 , E2 )

S represents whether one or both agents have a required event scheduled (anticipated)
in a short time. Its value is 0 or 1, where 0 means that neither of two agents have a
required event soon and 1 means that at least one agent has a required event soon;
EPi represents the estimated probability for the ith conversation archetype. Its value is

in the range [0,1] and is randomly determined and regenerated for every conversation
archetype computation. That is,

EPi

guarantees that different conversation

archetypes can be obtained and therefore our approach can show variations among the
conversations.
For certain conversations occurring in some environment context between two agents,
D and R are static while E and S can change as time passes.
a, b, c, d and e are weights in the range [0,1] respectively. Since some variables,

including R , E and S , influence each conversation archetype in different ways, the
weights of these terms vary, such as shown in the following tables. Note that the
precise numbers are less important than displaying the different influences of these
terms on each conversation archetype. While we simply estimated these values, they
could be set by observing large sets of actual human behaviors in an analogous
environment.
The value of b is shown in Table 2. When the inter-agent relationships are different,
the value of b for each conversation archetype is correspondingly different.
Table 2. The value of b for different inter-agent relationships
Conversation Archetype
Relationship

Simple
asking-answering

Friendly chatting

Bargaining

Arguing

family members
friends
coworkers or
classmates
buyer-seller
strangers

0.6
0.75
1

1
1
1

0
0
0

0
0.1
0.1

1
1

0
0.4

0.8
0

0.2
0.1

The value of c is shown in Table 3: its value changes according to an agent’s

changing emotions.
Table 3. The value of c with different E
Conversation Archetype

E
E  0.3
0.3  E  0.7
E  0.7

Simple asking-answering

Friendly chatting

Bargaining

Arguing

1
1
0.6

0.1
1
1

0.1
1
0.6

0.4
1
0.6

The value of d is shown in Table 4. It guarantees that the conversation archetype is
simple asking-answering when at least one agent has a required event soon.
Table 4. The value of d with different S
Conversation Archetype
Scheduled

Simple
asking-answering

Friendly chatting

Bargaining

Arguing

S 1
S 0

1
1

0
1

0
1

0
1

 One agent is using a cell phone and the other agent is invisible in the simulated
scenario:
PCT 1i  a1Di  b1R  e1EPi

where PCT 1i is the probability of ith conversation archetype; other terms are the same as
the first case and a1 , b1 and e1 are also in the range [0,1] . The value of b1 is shown in
Table 5 which displays the different influences for each conversation archetype.
Table 5. The value of b1
Conversation Archetype
Relationship

Simple
asking-answering

Friendly chatting

Bargaining

Arguing

family members
friends
coworkers or
classmates
strangers

0.6
0.75
1

1
1
1

0
0
0

0
0.1
0.1

1

0

0

0

After the conversation archetype has been determined, the situation type is decided
based on the rules described in the next Section.

5.4.1 Environment Context

The environment context where the conversation occurs influences and constrains the
situation types. Take the street, for example: the probability of both agents standing
facing each other or both walking (or jogging) together (side-by-side) is much higher
than that of both seated facing each other or both seated next to one another facing the
same direction. Conversely, in a restaurant the probability of both agents being seated
facing each other or both seated next to each other facing the same direction is higher
than that of both standing facing each other, walking or standing using a cell phone or
both walking (or jogging) together (side-by-side). The distribution of the situation
types in different environment contexts can be obtained by observing analogous
situations in real life. Table 6 shows a possible situation probability distribution where
the number in each corresponding item represents the distribution percentage (among
all conversations) of one situation type in each environment context.
Table 6. The distribution of situation types with different environment contexts
Number to Represent Situation Type
Environment

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Street
Office
Restaurant
Crossroad
Marketplace
…

20
5
5
5
30
…

20
5
5
5
5
…

5
-2
10
5
…

15
-5
30
10
…

15
-3
20
10
…

-25
35
-10
…

-10
20
-5
…

-10
5
-5
…

-15
5
-2
…

-5
3
-3
…

10
5
2
10
2
…

10
5
3
10
5
…

-10
5
-3
…

5
5
2
10
5
…

Moreover, the environment the agents inhabit is an important factor that influences
the distribution of each conversation archetype. For example, if the agents are walking
along the street and if they start a conversation, the possibility of friendly chatting and
simple asking-answering may be higher than bargaining or arguing. However, if the
agents are shopping in the store, the distribution of simple asking-answering and
bargaining may be a little higher than just friendly chatting. The empirical
distributions of four conversation archetypes are shown in Table 7; of course the
precise numbers are less important than establishing some differences in distribution
according to the environment.
Table 7. The distribution of four conversation archetypes with different environment contexts
Conversation Archetype
Environment

Simple asking-answering

Friendly chatting

Bargaining

Arguing

Street
Shopping Mall
Marketplace
Restaurant
Crossroad

30
30
25
25
70

60
20
15
65
25

5
45
50
---

5
5
10
10
5

…

…

…

…

…

5.4.2 Agent Attributes

Agents are modeled with intrinsic personality types using the five factor model and, in
addition, have a set of personal and socio-cultural attributes. We classify agent
attributes into five classes according to their influences on conversation, shown in
Table 8. The first class includes the attributes which are static for the sake of the
simulation, such as age, gender, personality, culture and so on. The second class
considers temporal factors, such as calendar (time, day, date), which influence the
duration of the conversation. The third class includes transient relationships to other
specific people, such as friends, family members, co-workers, buyer-seller and so on.
The fourth class includes the attributes which are dynamic for each agent such as
emotion and mood. Changes to the fourth attribute class have the most influence on
the actions and gestures of the agent during the conversation. For example, an
unhappy agent may animate with a more drooping, resigned posture than a happy
agent. The fifth class considers other current behaviors and constraints, such as a hand
occupied by a cell phone or coffee cup so that it will not be engaged in gestures at all.
Table 8. Five classes of agent attributes
Attributes

Examples

Static

Age, gender, personality, culture

Temporal

Calendar(time, day, date)

Relational

Friends,
co-workers,

family
seller,

members,
customer,

supervisor, teacher-student
Dynamic

Emotion, mood

Behavior and

Hands are occupied with a cell

constraint

phone or coffee

5.5 Further Conversation Parameter Computation
After the conversation archetype and situation type are determined, other related
conversation parameters are computed. The proximity between two agents is
determined by the agent attributes, especially by the inter-agent relationship and
culture. We use Hall’s theory and inter-agent relationship to set the proxemics:
 If two agents are good friends, the personal zone is used;
 If two agents are just acquaintances, the social zone is adopted;
 If two agents are lovers or family members, the intimate zone is used for
embracing, touching or whispering;
Furthermore, the distance between two agents is also dependent on the two agents’
cultures and social status. In general, the person who is high in social status prefers

and needs more space than the person who is low in social status. In general, e.g.,
Arabs, Italians, Latin-Americans and Africans speak at a closer range than Americans,
British and Germans. The angle between their respective forward orientations lies
within a range of [180°± 90°]. The value of the angle is dependent on the situation type.
That is, when the situation types are different, the angles between their respective
forward orientations are different. For example, when the situation type is both
walking (or jogging) together (side by side), their respective forward orientations are
parallel which means they are facing the same direction; while when the situation type
is both seated facing each other, the angle between their respective forward
orientations is 180°.When the situation type is walking, standing or seated using a cell
phone, only one agent is visible so that we do not need to consider proxemics, though
cell phone use in close proximity to others may be undesirable in the first place..
The other conversation parameters, including outcome, iterations and turn taking, are
mainly influenced by the conversation archetype. For example, when the conversation
archetype is simple asking-answering, iterations are few and the duration one agent is
taking for a turn is short. The outcome is only effective when the conversation occurs
between a buyer and a seller and it represents whether the transaction is successful or
not. Parameters are further determined by the agent attributes, including any
relationship between them, their schedules and their emotional states. For example, if
two agents are good friends, are very happy when greeting one another, and do not
have scheduled work, then the iterations may be many and the duration for each turn
may be relatively long. Conversely, if the two agents are strangers, one of them is
very unhappy, or one has scheduled work, then the conversation may be very short
with quick iterations. Table 9 summarizes the relationship between conversation
archetype and outcome, iteration and turn taking.
Table 9. The relationship between conversation parameters and conversation type
Conversation Archetype
Computation
Parameters

Simple
asking-answering

Friendly chatting

outcome
iteration

few;

turn taking

short;

few;
many;
short;
long;

Bargaining

Arguing

success;
failure;
few;

few;

short;

short;

6. ANIMATION OF SYNTHETIC DYADIC CONVERSATIONS
6.1 Behavior Tree Design
We construct a behavior tree to simulate dyadic conversations. The behavior tree is

designed to be very general since it can deal with every conversation archetype. It has
many branches from its root, where each branch is for one conversation archetype. So
far we have implemented four archetypes though more branches can be added easily
when other conversation archetypes are needed. Since it is very appealing for its
reusability, we can build the behavior trees very quickly due to the similarities of
sub-trees among different conversation archetypes.
Since one conversation archetype can transition into another archetype during the
same conversation, it is necessary for the behavior tree to guarantee that the transition
between two different archetypes should be successful. Therefore, some variables are
needed to record the current phase of the conversation and the current conversation
archetype. The variable recording the conversation phase includes three possible
values: “Ready”, “Process” and “Over”. “Ready” means the initialization of
conversation has been finished and the conversation is going to begin; “Process”
means one conversation archetype is finished and it transitions to another
conversation archetype which is going to start; “Over” means the conversation ends.
Figure 4 shows the design of the sub-tree for “simple asking-answering” and the
transitions from the “simple asking-answering” to the “friendly chatting” and the
“bargaining” conversation archetypes. Each sub-tree is expanded until each node in
every sub-tree is either an assertion or an action. If the behavior tree assertion finds
that the conversation archetype has changed, it will execute the branch of the new
conversation archetype until it transitions to another archetype or the conversation
ends.

Sequence

Selector

Subtree
Stochastic Selector

Assert:
Something

Subtree

Action
Assertion

Action

Figure 4. The “Simple asking-answering” sub-tree design

6.2 Gesture, Body Postures and Emotions
A gesture is a form of non-verbal communication in which visible bodily actions
communicate particular messages, either in place of speech or together and in parallel
with spoken words. The gestures are so much a part of speaking that one is often
unaware of them, but if we look around and watch someone talking in informal terms,
we are likely to see the hands and arms in motion. Here we are ignoring any linguistic
and speech components, so we adopt just gestures and body posture to reflect
conversation archetype, nominal gestural variations and the change of the agent’s
emotions. For simplicity, we classify the emotion into four kinds: happy, neutral, sad
and angry. The behavior tree can output suitable BML tags during execution, which
guarantees appropriate gesture choices and their synchronization for both
participating agents.

7. EXAMPLES
To illustrate the framework, we construct conversation smart events occurring in a
variety of environments. Figure 5 shows conversation distributions are different in
different environments. The quadruple (ID, CT, ST, R) describes a conversation with
identifier ID, conversation archetype CT, situation type ST and the relationship R

between two agents involved in the conversation. The value of ID can be {1, 2 …};
the value of CT is {1, 2, 3, 4} corresponding to {simple asking-answering, friendly
chatting, bargaining, arguing}; the value of ST is {1,2,…14} corresponding to the list
described in Section 5.2; the value of R is {1, 2, …7} corresponding to {strangers,
co-workers, classmates, friends, family members, buyer-seller, waiter-customer}.
Conversations may start and end at different times. We use ID to differentiate each
conversation. A conversation with the same ID at different times can show its
evolution. For example, in the marketplace, the conversation with ID 2 at 1 minute is
bargaining between buyer-seller while at 4 minutes, the conversation changes into
arguing.

Marketplace

Restaurant

Figure 5. Conversation distributions in different environments

Figure 6 shows the evolution of a conversation between buyer and seller in the
marketplace. The outcome of the conversation is indirect transaction success. The
conversation archetype at the beginning is simple asking-answering, then it changes
into bargaining from 701f; next both buyer and seller compromise and agree with the
price so that the transaction is successful. As a result, the buyer gives the money and

meanwhile the seller gives the product, which we can see at 1408f.

0f

165f

837f

1134f

484f

1275f

701f

1408f

1593f
1824f
1911f
Figure 6. The conversation between buyer and seller with indirect successful transaction

Figure 7 shows different situation types for simple asking-answering conversations. It
displays diversities in conversation instantiation which increases the realism of the
simulated scenario.

Figure 7. Different situation types for simple asking-answering conversation

Figure 8 shows a marketplace scenario with agents walking, standing, greeting,
bargaining and conversing using a cell phone. The behaviors of agents go well beyond
just walking and avoiding collisions with other agents and obstacles. They can
communicate with other agents at their will, which increases the realism of the
scenario and is closer to the fabric of real life interactions.

Figure 8. The marketplace scenario

8. CONCLUSION
We have presented a computational framework for synthetic dyadic conversations
based on agent attributes and spatio-temporal context. A representative set of
conversation archetypes and situations are implemented from the framework using a
behavior tree outputting animation commands to the Unity game engine. Our dyadic
conversation model shows how environment context, agent attributes and smart
conversation events may influence conversation patterns. Agents exhibit different
gestures and actions depending on the conversation archetype, situation type and their
emotional state. We adopted the ideas of smart events to select visually expressible
features of conversations and show some diverse conversation scenarios, which
reduced the computation complexity as well as increased the realism of the scenarios.
The marketplace example demonstrates that our framework has the potential to show
plausible communication acts between pairs of agents to increase the realism of
background characters in a visual crowd simulation. Furthermore, the integration of
the situation types illustrates increased diversity of the conversations. One anticipated
application of the framework is to produce culturally-variable and agent-sensitive
visual simulations for police and military training systems. Because the agent
attributes of an actual human subject in a virtual reality experience may be given the
same structure as that used for the virtual agents, interactions between the real and
virtual agents may be mediated in real-time by the comparative priorities and biases
of both.
The main objective of future work is to empirically determine how changing the
attribute types and probability distributions influence conversations. Statistics for real
world environments should also be empirically determined and then used for
simulations to allow future validation studies. We will also engage human subjects
in navigating the virtual space and interacting with the virtual agents to see how both
mutually influence real-time conversation simulations.
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